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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your R77 primary Security Management Server is installed on
GAiA. You plan to schedule the Security Management Server to
run fw logswitch automatically every 48 hours. How do you
create this schedule?

A. Create a time object, and add 48 hours as the interval. Open
the primary Security Management Server object's Logs and
Masters window, enable Schedule log switch, and select the Time
object.
B. On a GAiA Security Management Server, this can only be
accomplished by configuring the command fw logswitch via the
cron utility.
C. Create a time object, and add 48 hours as the interval. Open
the Security Gateway object's Logs and Masters window, enable
Schedule log switch, and select the Time object.
D. Create a time object, and add 48 hours as the interval.
Select that time object's Global Properties &gt; Logs and
Masters window, to schedule a logswitch.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the impact of setting the profile option INV:
Override Neg for Backflush = Yes?
A. It would not allow inventory to be driven negative.
B. Backflush and inventory transactions would not drive
inventory negative.
C. Backflush and inventory transactions would drive inventory
negative.
D. Backflush transactions would not drive inventory negative.
E. Backflush transactions would drive inventory negative.
F. It would permit the driving of on-hand inventory negative
for miscellaneous issue transactions.
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 3
What best describes the best practice deployment of Metadata
Repository?
A. A sandbox Metadata Repository for training and testing
purposes should not be deployed.
B. Every project should deploy its own dedicated Metadata
Repository to ensure that the project assets are properly
organized.
C. The Source Code Management (SCM) server doubles as a
Metadata Repository.
D. The Metadata Repository is deployed as a single
enterprise-scoped cluster to promote a single view of the
enterprise.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
A metadata repository is used as a common repository for
managing metadata of different applications.
Many applications use the MDS repository to manage their
metadata. Each deployed application uses a logical partition in

metadata repository. This logical partition also helps in
maintaining the metadata lifecycle. Before deploying an
application, you create a partition for it in MDS repository.
This command creates a partition with the given name in the
specified repository.
Note: The Metadata repository provides a centralized holding
area for a great deal of SOA related information that will be
utilized at design time to construct additional services and
applications. The repository also provides the primary means
for service discovery. In many ways, the service repository can
be utilized as the center point for service oriented design.

NEW QUESTION: 4
An agile team discovers a new risk and identifies that its
impact may be severe.
What should an agile practitioner recommend?
A. Add a goal to the current iteration to fully mitigate or
control the risk.
B. Continue with the current plan to maintain team velocity.
C. Update the risk register and seek direction from a risk
specialist.
D. Balance risk reduction and value adding activities in the
next iteration.
Answer: C
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